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LAST CALL FOR ENTRIES

May 2022

Deadlines Expiring Fast

Starting May 1, and through the May 15 deadline for
entries, a late entry fee of $20 will be added to the
regular cost of each submission to the annual writing
contest. This late entry period still gives you two more
weeks to enter. So, if you’ve forgotten to submit, are just
not quite ready, or are chronically late, now’s the time to
get it done. The box below shows which categories are
filling up and which ones need more entries. So far, no

entries have been received for category B4. Categories
with less than three entries will be eliminated. No awards
will be given in those categories and entry fees will be refunded. Full contest details and entry form with payment
details are on the SWW Website Contest Page.

Number of Contest Entries By Category (as of April 30)
A1-Interior Art 14
A2-Cover Art
8

167 ENTRIES!

C1 - Limerick - 9
C2 - Haiku 5
C3 Sonnet - 1
C4 Free Verse - 23

B1 - First Chapter - Published Book 17
B2 - First Chapter - Unpublished Book 32
D1 - Flying - 5
B3 - Book Review - 2
D2 - Voyages - 4
B4 - Book Query Letter - 0
D3 - Mountains - 8
B5 - Elevator Pitch - 2
D4 - Celestial Bodies - 3
B6 - Script Loglines - 2
E1 - Travel - 6
E2 - Memoir - 25

These Characters are Running the Show!
Your SWW Board of Directors met on April 12 via Zoom to
discuss the business of SouthWest Writers. The 2022 Writing
Contest, now in progress, topped the agenda. Other topics included some pending vacancies on the board. If you’d like
to pitch in and be part of this crew, contact the SWW office:
info@swwriters.com.
L-R – Joe Brown (Vice President and Collegium Chair), Rose
Marie Kern, (Treasurer and Writing Contest Chair), Kathy Kitts
(Fundraising Chair), Silver Vanus (Social Media Chair), Cornelia
Gamlem (Marketing/PR), Brenda Cole (President), Lisa Durkin
( Zoom, advisory board), Léonie Rosenstiel (Print Media chair),
Dan Wetmore (Secretary, Rules Chair), Kathy Schuit (SAGE editor), Jacqueline Loring (Membership Chair), Kathy Wagoner
(Website Admin.).
Screen shot by Rose Marie Kern
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From the President

It’s spring with a vengeance

MAY Writing Challenge
Of Fire and Ice and Cacti

4
5
8

here in New Mexico. We’ve
had 40-degree plus temperature swings in one day and
winds gusting over 60 mph.
Fire season came in with a
bang as well. There are at least
four named fires in the state as
I’m writing this.
Our Saturday meeting in
April also started off with all
kinds of confusion and mayBRENDA COLE
hem. My apologies to all who
were with us live in the room
or attending via Zoom. Due to the ongoing upgrades to
the hardware in the room we use, we experienced one
technical glitch after another. We had no way to hear the
people on Zoom and, since we only had one working
monitor, our Zoom background pop ups needed to share
the screen with our PowerPoint. I’ve been assured by the
powers that be the room will be in complete working order for our Saturday meeting in May. Our Zoom hosts did
a fantastic job keeping everything going. Again, my apologies if I was short with any of you. We were unaware of
the technical problems until we walked in the room to set
up and there was nothing we or the UNM-supplied tech
could do to alleviate the issues.
So on to brighter subjects. Have you noticed it’s still
light at 7 p.m.? My iris and tulips are bursting with color
as of this week, deep purple iris and pink to deep red for
the tulips. Much of my yard, however, is covered in drifts
of strange, lime green, round snow. In other words, the
Chinese Elms are tossing off thousands of seed pods.
Since nature is bursting forth in new colors, seedlings and wind, it may be time for all of us at SouthWest
Writers to take a hint and start being creative ourselves.
Our annual writing contest is still taking entries in 18
distinct categories; two are artwork and the rest are
shared between prose and poetry. The final entry date is
May 15. Get your work submitted through the website
(SouthWestWriters.com) before May 1 to avoid the late
entry fee.
If the last thing you need is to deal with one more
deadline, then find a comfortable spot outside or curl up
by a sunny window. Many of us are still in need of a little
downtime. The world is still going through turmoil on a
large scale and right in our own houses. With the world
a little brighter and greenery beginning to sprout, let that
creative energy flow through you as well. Write a few
lines for our contest, for yourself or just sit and sip a cup
as you watch the world reawaken.
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The Sage Writing
Challenge
JUNE

SAGE CHALLENGE
AND ARTICLE SUBMISSION

GUIDELINES
•
•
•

In any genre, write no more than 1,000
words that include the phrase, “a jangly silver bracelet.”

SouthWest SAGE

The SouthWest SAGE newsletter is the professional
publication of SouthWest Writers. Submissions focusing
on all aspects of research, writing, and publishing in any
genre are welcome. To familiarize yourself with the types
of articles published in the SouthWest SAGE, read past issues at southwestwriters.com.
Here are four ways you may be included:
• Write an article for the SAGE related to the craft of
writing, getting published, etc.
• Enter stories, poems, or articles inspired by the
monthly writing challenge announced in each
SAGE.
• Send in a short story/poem/essay of your own—on
any topic (inclusion in the SAGE is subject to the
discretion of the editor).
• Enter artwork/photographs related to writing in
general or accompanying your stories.

•

•
•
•

Payment is in bylines and clips.
Deadline is the 15th of the month prior to the next
issue.
Standard article lengths are from 300-800 words;
certain Sage Challenges may set more specific word
count requirements (see the Challenge description
box, left). Submissions may be edited for accuracy,
readability and length. Submissions must be tasteful;
free from profanity, explicit sex or violence, political
commentary, etc.
Send all submissions as either standard text in an
email or in a Word document in 12 pt. size. Single
spaced. Do not get fancy with formatting or fonts.
To ensure proper author credit, your name or pen
name must appear within the document you submit. Submissions with no name will not be considered.
Polish your work. Submissions should be professional in appearance and quality of writing, fully
edited and ready for publication.
Accompanying art/photographs are appreciated
but proper attribution and permission is required.
Inclusion in the SAGE is subject to the discretion
of the editor.
Send questions or submissions to:
Kathy Schuit
SouthWest SAGE Editor
sage@swwriters.com
The SAGE Challenge for May was to write
300-800 words about cactus and which one
we love the most!

Of Fire and Ice and Cacti:

Just think: one big saguaro
can cancel your tomorrow
if it falls and crushes you beneath its girth.

Meditation on the Tucson Botanical Garden
(with apologies to Robert Frost)
by Neil Elliott

Yet, aloe is balm;

Some say the world will end in fire,
Some say in ice.
From what I’ve seen of cactuses’
terrain-devouring practices,
I’m sure that they could overwhelm the earth.

agave can calm.
For nerves, no hay nada
like a smooth reposada.
Those cacti redeem
what would otherwise seem
Cactaceae’s lack of all mirth.

Still other spiny succulents
behave with such grim truculence,
I’ve learned by now
to give them a wide berth.

So: I’m willing, friend,
to put off the world’s end;
join me in one more, over ice?
Photo by Kathy Louise Schuit
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Nopalitos!
By M. Elder Hays

W
Winning!

OW! OW! OW!
WOW!
Nopal cactus barbs

SWW Members Share Their Writing Success

Hurt like heck and s<ck
Where they are stuck no
Ma=er where they s<ck
Even when

They get under your skin

They prick

And ﬁght to s<ck to

The ends of the Earth

To ensure they

Live to s<ck another

Day (or days) for

Any unlucky soul

Who gets too

Close to the

Mother plant.

I love

Them

Though

I

Eat

A

Nopalito every
the acidic bite of this
Never get a spanking
Nopal Cactus are great

Once in a while

And enjoy

Delicious treat

And pray that I

From one of these
For decora<ng your garden

paddles.
As well as keeping

It safe from predators, and burglars, and other verminous creatures.
What other plant can do that, eh?
!Los nopalitos son los mejores!
Prickly Pears Forever!!
By M. Elder Hays
2022

DIANNE LAYDEN has been selected by the New Mexico Humanities Council Chautauqua program to
portray Ruth Bader Ginsburg, whose
life she’s studied for more than two
years. In April 2022, Dianne published two articles: “Ruth Bader
Ginsburg at the Santa Fe Opera” in
LEGACY, the New Mexico Jewish
Historical Society quarterly newsletter, and “Ruth Bader Ginsburg:
Jewish Jurist,”
in The New
Mexico Jewish
Link, the Jewish Federation
of New Mexico quarterly
newsletter.
dlayden@earthlink.net

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Put A Little
SWW SWAG
In Your Step

Have you checked out the SWW SWAG store at SWWSwag.
redbubble.com? It’s fun and easy!
With the pressures of COVID, fundraising is more important than
ever to the health of SWW programs. So please visit the SWW shop
and help keep SouthWest Writers growing.

MAKE A DONATION - GET A KEY CHAIN
Because of limited space at the SWW office and the ease of orderOr on your hat, or in your tote bag...
ing directly from Redbubble, merchandise in general is not available
from SWW, but there’s one exception—key chains. SWW logo keychains are now available at the office or in-person meetings and can be had for a $10 donation—$15 if you
want them mailed.
Other fundraising efforts that are on-going include: gift memberships, direct appeals, AmazonSmile, and
Network for Good. They all keep SWW moving forward!

RedBubble

Donate NOW.
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The Writing Life: The Slap
by Sherri L. Burri

of the home they shared after she disobeyed him and
went out, leaving him to drink and play pool with
his buddies. He previously attacked the man the girlfriend worked with. After a few drinks, people sometimes lose inhibitions and do things that they come to
regret.
Part of my childhood was spent in a home with an
alcoholic stepfather. My brother Ralph and I would
cringe when he returned home drunk, usually on a
Friday night after he received his paycheck. He often hit Mom and savagely whipped Ralph, who perhaps was the most visual reminder that Mom had
been married before.
Will Smith also observed his father, whom he refers to as Daddio in his book, abuse his mother. He
expressed shame for not being able to stand up to defend his mother has a child.
That said, the 2022 Academy Awards brought the
biggest night in Will Smith’s career when he was recognized for his extraordinary acting gifts. Less than
an hour before, he had disgraced himself by slapping
Chris Rock. His inexcusable action reminds all of us
not to snatch defeat (ten-year suspension from attending Academy Awards ceremonies) from the jaws of
victory (winning an Oscar). We may not like what
others say about us or our loved ones, but consequences accompany responding inappropriately. As
hard as it may be not to respond to criticism, we can
learn to let it return to the ocean on the wave upon
which it arrived.

I

n my column published in April 2022, I wrote about
how inadvertent and deliberate adventure seekers
have much to teach, and I used the 16th century Esteban and the modern Will Smith as examples. I turned
in the column about a week before the incident known
as “The Slap Seen Around the World” unfolded at the
Academy Awards Ceremony on March 27, 2022. Will
Smith has now demonstrated how to snatch defeat
from the jaws of victory, something I urge all writers
to avoid.
Will Smith was seated in a front row table next
to his wife, actress Jada Pinkett Smith, as comedian
Chris Rock made jokes about Hollywood couples. He
began his comic bit with Javier Barden and Penelope
Cruz who were nominated respectively for Best Actor and Best Actress. When he got to the Smiths, he
looked at Jada and commented about her potentially
starring in G.I. Jane 2.
Will Smith first laughed, and then observed his
wife’s rolled eyeballs, perhaps as she was thinking
about her hair loss caused by alopecia that had forced
her to shave her head. Will Smith arose from his chair,
strode up to the stage, and slapped Chris Rock across
his face. Will Smith then walked back to take his seat
beside his wife and warned Chris Rock to not mention
his wife again. Chris Rock regained his composure
quickly and announced the winner of the Best Documentary category.
Less than an hour later, Will Smith was announced
as the Best Actor for his portrayal of Richard Williams, the father of Venus and Serena Williams. Richard Williams turned the other cheek over and over
again as he was lampooned and criticized for dreaming that his daughters could become tennis stars. Will
Smith accepted his Oscar with a defense of his actions. Ironically, he had played a man who had never
defended his family with violence. Once, after being
beaten by local thugs, Richard Williams had retrieved
a gun, planning to shoot a thug only to see the man gun
downed right in from of him in his Compton neighborhood. After that, his dream switched to getting his
family out of Compton to better circumstances.
What caused Will Smith to slap Chris Rock? While
no explanation has been put forward by his camp
other than he appeared to have just “snapped,” his
bestselling memoir, Will, recounts instances of excessive imbibing and violent episodes. For example, he
burned his then girlfriend’s clothes in the front yard

SHERRI BURR is the
author of more than
two dozen books.

Her 27th book, Complicated Lives: Free Blacks
in Virginia: 1619-1865 (Carolina Academic Press,
2019), was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in History. A graduate of Mount Holyoke College, Princeton University, and the Yale Law School, Burr
has been a member of Southwest Writers for over
30 years. She currently serves as President of New
Mexico Press Women and on the Board of Directors of the Authors Guild Foundation. In 2021, she
was named the National Federation of Press Women
Communicator of Achievement.
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SWW CLASSES STARTING THIS

MONTH

Class Instructor: Ellen Meeropol
HEARING VOICES: Using Multiple Narrators to Deepen Your Novel
3-week Course
Saturdays: May 7, 21, and 28
12:30 – 2:30 pm MT (2:30 – 4:30 pm ET)
Platform: Zoom
$120 SWW members, $125 Nonmembers

Class Instructor: Mary McArthur
Formatting Your Book Using Microsoft Word
4-week Course
Thursdays: May 5, 12, 19, and 26
3:00 – 5:00 pm MT (5:00 – 7:00 pm ET)
Platform: Hybrid – ZOOM or IN PERSON CLASS
$160 SWW members, $200 Nonmembers

MEETINGS IN MAY
Saturday, May 14, 10:00 am – noon
In Person & Zoom

Kristin Owens
THE PERSONAL, PERSONAL ESSAY

Class descriptions, details,
and enrollment
are on the
SWW website
Classes page.
To Register:
Call the SWW
office (505-8306034, Monday
-Thursday, 9
a.m. – noon),
or use: the
online registration form.

MAY WORKSHOP

Writing a Page Turner
With Hallie Ephron

Wednesday, May 25, 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm
Via Zoom

Susan Katz
WHY EVERY WRITER NEEDS an EDITOR

Attend and Join!

SouthWest Writers meetings are free to everyone. We ask individuals who have
attended up to three meetings to please join our organization. Memberships
enable us to continue bringing high quality speakers to meetings. Details for
these and other meetings on the SouthWest Writers Website Meetings page.

SUPPORT

SWW

Saturday: May 14
12:30 – 2:30 pm
Via Zoom
SWW members: $20
Non-members: $30

Details and description on the
SouthWest Writers Workshop page.

SouthWest Writers is proud to serve writers in our community through classes, workshops, conferences,
and monthly meetings, as well as an annual contest and a monthly newsletter.
We’re a volunteer organization, grateful for donations from supporters who share our love of writing
and reading. Donate on the Website on the Help Support SWW page or by calling the SWW office (505830-6034, Monday -Thursday, 9 a.m. – noon).
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2022 Schedule of Events
Saturday Morning

Wednesday Evening
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Meetings
10 a.m. - Noon

Workshops
12:30 - 2:30 p.m.

June 11
Melody Groves
Writing Westerns

SUMMER BREAK

July 9
BR Kingsolver
How to Write a Series

June 22 - Jim Tritten
Short Stories are Fun

Geoff Habiger
Marketing Best Practices
Susan Katz
Last Draft Secrets

September 10
Anne Hillerman
Topic TBA

Mark David Gerson
Topic TBA

October 8
Annual Meeting/Awards
No Speaker

John Gilstrap
Topic TBA

December 10
Johnny Boggs
Topic TBA

August 24 Joseph Badal
Two Important Writing Rules
September 28 - Marika Flatt
PR by the Book

August 9
Ronn Perea
Public Speaking for Authors

November 12
Robin Perini
Taking Your Writing
to the Next Level

July 27 - Margaret Shannon
Genealogical Research for Memoir

October 26 - Dan Klefstad
DIY Promotion
November 23 - Speaker TBA
Topic TBA
December - No Wednesday Meeting

Classes
Julie Klein
What an Editor
Can Offer

June - Elizabeth Layton: Social Media

Rose Marie Kern and
Cornelia Gamlem
From Writer to Author

October - Rose Marie Kern: Self-Publishing w/Amazon, KDP, or Ingram Spark

August - Margaret Shannon: Discover
History with Genealogical Research

Look Who JOINED SWW in March!
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Membership News
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lcome

Ben Hall
Donna Rawls
Sue Ann Owens
Janise Baldo
Marilyn Fuller

CO

Membership Chair, Jacqueline Loring
reports that SWW has 412 members
as of March 31, including these New
Members who joined in that month!

Spam, Scams and Solicitations. Oh My!
by Cornelia Gamlem
SWW Marketing and PR Chair

You’ve got to be kidding, was my reaction to the offer
to write a book review, for an undisclosed fee. Curiosity
led me to the website to discover they used a template
and merely inserted the name of the book and one unique
phrase or sentence. Otherwise, every review read the
same, regardless of genre. This was another one to ignore,
along with an offer to publish an already published book.

Owning my own business for years, I was a target for

solicitations for many products and services that I didn’t
need or want. Nothing changed after I added the title
author to my resume.
An early solicitation was an “offer” to write a biweekly
blog for some company’s (or someone’s) website. When
asked about compensation, their response was, “Oh, we
don’t pay, but you’ll get exposure.” Sorry. My coauthor
and I are recognized experts in our field, and we get paid
for our expertise. I did check out their website which
didn’t align in any way with our businesses or our books.

Then there are solicitations offering to market your book
with promises to display it at book fairs and pitch it to
TV and movie producers. The cost is generally exorbitant. A friend’s son was told they’d market his book and
build his brand for $25,000.
What to do in addition to asking a trusted friend and
fellow author? Do your due diligence. Many offers may
be legitimate, but many are not.

We get occasional offers to contribute to our blog. We
do welcome guest bloggers provided they are a good fit
for us. Even if the pitch sounds good, we still investigate
and review their website to make sure both their message and brand complement ours.

Does the solicitor or their organization have a website? If
not, don’t pursue it further. If so, does it seem legitimate?
Are the principals of the organization listed? Do they have
individual social media presences, such as on LinkedIn,
where business people want to be seen? If it’s a phone solicitation, ask them if they have a website, and let them
know you’ll be doing your research and get back to them.

Another consideration—does the potential contributor
want to collaborate? One pitch came accompanied with the
potential post that was approximately 2,500 words long.
Much too long for a blog, it was a white paper. Clearly her
goal was to be published somewhere, anywhere.

If you’re interested in the offer after doing initial research, ask them specific questions. How will they
market your book—ads, social media? Which social
platforms? Which media? Which book fairs? Ask for
references from other authors, get those authors’ contact
information, research the authors online, and contact
them to ask about their experience with the vendor.

I’ve received solicitations to purchase mailing lists of
indie bookstores, and public and academic libraries.
These are worth investigating to see if they might be a
good fit for your books and budget.
With assistance from publicists provided by our publisher, we’ve been fortunate to have articles appear in publications such as Fast Company and Authority Magazine.
No, we don’t get paid for these, but they have been integral parts of our launch efforts. Yet, every so often an offer comes in with a hook—you have to pay them for your
article to appear. Run, don’t walk from these offers no
matter how enticing they may be. The same for podcasts.

Only you can decide if what is being offered is worth
it for you, your books and your budget. Don’t commit
to anything or pay any money unless you’re satisfied it
could produce results.

A recent email with the subject line, Media Inquiry, caught
my attention. It came in the midst of media promotion
during the launch of our latest book. “I listened to your episode on Jim Bohannon podcast - has it led to much traction,
and specifically, media coverage for you?” She went on
to explain how she could secure national and global press
coverage and, “I don’t charge up front, don’t worry!”
•
•
•

Red flag—the podcast she referenced was a radio interview we did 10 years ago and this tarnished her credibility.
Ignore this one. It’s not worth the time to respond. Weeks
later, the exact same message came from someone else.
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CORNELIA GAMLEM is an author
and consultant with years of business experience. Books:
• They Did What? Unbelievable Tales from the Workplace,
• The Manager’s Answer
Book -2020 Next Generation Indie
Book Award Winner.
The Big Book of HR
The Essential Workplace Conflict Handbook
The Conflict Resolution Phrase Book
www.bigbookofhr.com
Twitter: @bigbookofhr

CONTESTS and OPPORTUNITIES
for WRITERS

The Santa Fe Literary Festival
In the first of what organizers hope will become an annual event, the Santa Fe Literary Festival is pulling out all
the stops to attract writers, readers, foodies and tourists.
From May 20-23, dozens of your author heroes will
be in Santa Fe: Margaret Atwood, Sandra Cisneros, Joy
Harjo, Colson Whitehead, George R.R. Martin, John
Grisham, Hampton Sides, Jon Krakauer — and others are
listed on the event’s schedule to speak, debate and share.
Combining a culinary theme with the literary high
points, attendees will be able to also meet famous chefs
and cookbook authors— and eat their cooking, too.

Literary Taxidermy
Writing Competition
Prizes and Fundraiser for Ukraine

Literary taxidermy is an experimental story- and poetry-writing process. It involves taking the
first and last lines of a piece of
writing (usually a novel, short story, or poem) and then using those lines as the beginning
and ending of a new, wholly-original work. Previous
competitions have tackled opening and closing lines by
Dashiell Hammett, Lewis Carroll, Dorothy Parker, Ray
Bradbury, Aldous Huxley, and Toni Morrison.
Read more about the competition HERE.
Submissions open May 1 and close July 11. For its
fifth year, in addition to monetary prizes and publication, the competition offers personal feedback for all
honorable mentions. The competition is also a fundraiser for Ukraine. Sarah Waits, one of the competition editors, says, “We’re a small organization, but we believe
we can make a difference in the world.”
Take the creative challenge—and join the fun! The
competition begins on May 1. We can’t wait to see what
you stitch together!

An interview of Author Colson Whitehead, the Pulitzer Prize winning author of The Underground Railroad
and The Nickel Boys is scheduled to open the festival on
Friday, May 20, at 6 p.m. SWW member and NMPW
President Sherri Burr will interview Whitehead and has
provided the SAGE with the promo code NMPW30 for
use when purchasing tickets online to receive $30 off
the cost of individual tickets, or promo code NMPW200
to receive $200 off All Access Tickets.
Tickets and information HERE.

50 Literary Journals and Magazines Open to Genre Work
Follow the link above to the article, which includes the
names of the 50 Literary Journals as well as links to their sites and submission guidelines. Here’s a small sampling
of what you’ll find:
Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine
This paying and competitive magazine publishes short stories and novellas in the mystery genre.
Close to the Bone
This literary journal focuses on regularly publishing gritty fiction about crime. They will also consider western, science fiction
and maybe fantasy stories, as long as they are gritty.
Asimov’s Science Fiction
Stories in Asimov’s have won many Hugo and Nebula awards. They pay well.
Analog
This is a respected science fiction journal that publishes everything from short stories to novellas. They pay well.
Frontier Tales
They publish western and historical short fiction.
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SWW Board Meeting
Summarized
April 2022

•

SWW will be switching providers for liability insurance, from Haas & Wilkerson to
State Farm, which can provide the same coverage at a substantial savings.

•

In keeping with the spirit of craft fairs so
popular in the Fall, SouthWest Writers is
considering one of its own—perhaps at the
Center for Spiritual Living. Tentative timeframe is a Saturday in September—after Labor Day but before Balloon Fiesta. In addition to members selling their books and art
works, SWW has a lot of unneeded office
supplies, as well as cassette tapes from past
conferences.

•

We have reached out to UNM to ensure there
won’t be a repeat of the technical difficulties
we had at the Saturday meeting in April. The
degraded audio and visual were due to contractor renovations, which were supposed
to have been completed before our contract
with them began.

Board of Directors
Brenda Cole, President
Joe Brown, Vice President
Rose Marie Kern, Treasurer
Dan Wetmore, Secretary
Cornelia Gamlem, Marketing/PR
Dr. Kathy Kitts, Fundraising
Jacqueline Murray Loring, Membership
Léonie Rosenstiel, Print Media
Kimberly Rose, YouTube
Kathy Louise Schuit, Sage Editor
Rob Spiegel, Member At Large
Silver Vanus, Digital/Social Media
Kathy Wagoner, Website
The SWW Board of Directors meets on the
second Tuesday of each month from 5:30-7:30
p.m. Meetings are conducted via Zoom.

SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone (505) 830-6034
email: info@swwriters.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com

SAGE Awarded for the Third Year
New Mexico Press Women have once again recognized the
SAGE as one of the best newsletters entered in its annual
Communications Contest. This is the third year of NMPW
awards for the SAGE and for Editor Kathy Schuit, who took
over the SAGE in January 2019.
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